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Abstract: Musculoskeletal pathologies associated with decreased bone mass, including osteoporosis and disuse-induced bone loss, affect millions of Americans annually. Microgravity-induced bone loss presents a similar concern for astronauts during space missions. Many pharmaceutical treatments have slowed osteoporosis, and recent data shows promise for countermeasures for bone loss observed in astronauts. Additionally, high magnitude and low frequency impact such as running has been recognized to increase bone and muscle mass under normal but not microgravity conditions. However, a low magnitude and high frequency (LMHF) mechanical load experienced in activities such as postural control, has also been shown to be anabolic to bone. While several clinical trials have demonstrated that LMHF mechanical loading normalizes bone loss in vivo, the target tissues and cells of the mechanical load and underlying mechanisms mediating the responses are unknown. In this review, we provide an overview of bone adaptation under a variety of loading profiles and the potential for a low magnitude loading as a way to counteract bone loss as experienced by astronauts.
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1. Introduction

One of the primary functions of bone is providing mechanical integrity for both protection and locomotion. Bone adaptation is the inherent change in bone mass and architecture in response to strain induced by mechanical loads. Three rules govern bone adaptation as follows: (1) adaptation is driven by a dynamic stimulus, (2) adaptation requires only a relatively short duration of loading, and (3) bone cells become accustomed to routine mechanical loading [1]. The response of bone to loading or unloading is dependent on both genetic and epigenetic factors. While genetics outlines the general shape, length, and architecture, changes in mechanical environment elicit adaptive responses. According to Wolff’s law, bone architecture is defined by mathematical laws, which state that thickness, number, and distribution of trabeculae must correspond to distribution of mechanical stresses, and the trabeculae should be loaded axially in compression and tension [1,2]. It was later elucidated that strain resulting from mechanical stress itself could cause adaptive responses, and Frost defined a minimum effective strain that had be induced to instigate such a response [3]. Additionally, it was shown that bone responded to dynamic and not static strain [4]. These findings regarding bone adaptation have been formed into mathematical laws, calculating that a strain stimulus is a function of both strain magnitude and frequency. Since strain loading is dynamic, the strain stimulus can be defined using the Fourier method as shown in Equation (1):

\[ E = k \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} f_i \]

where \( E \) = strain stimulus, \( k \) = proportionality constant, \( \varepsilon \) = peak to peak strain magnitude, and \( f \) = frequency. This equation is critical in bone adaptation because it dictates that a static load would not cause a response since \( f = 0 \) and that adaptation is proportional to strain magnitude. However, it should be noted that this model predicts a linear relationship between strain magnitude and frequency, and it is well known that biology seldom encompasses precise linearity.

Strain is defined as a change in length relative to the object’s original length, and it is widely accepted that strain initiates mechanical force translation into a signal that can be recognized by cells active in bone metabolism [5]. Both the intensity and duration of the load play critical roles in defining adaptation to mechanical deformation. To avoid failure, the applied load must not induce strain beyond the bone tissue yield, and this level has been measured to be over 0.7% or 7000 microstrain (\( \mu \varepsilon \)) [5]. To determine functional strain levels in bone, strain gauges have been inserted in vivo in a host of animals, including dog, pig, turkey, sheep, and horse, and strain was measured during physical activity such as galloping or trotting. Remarkably, regardless of size, the maximum peak strain was measured to be within the range of 2000–3000 \( \mu \varepsilon \) for all animals, and this species-independent uniform peak strain is a concept called dynamic strain similarity [4].

In mechanical testing of bone, diverse loading conditions have been used to assess bone properties. Previous studies have shown that in cortical bone tissue, application of 2000 \( \mu \varepsilon \) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz maintained bone mass [6,7]. According to Equation (1), a similar response should be observed if the frequency was increased to 10 Hz and strain decreased to 100 \( \mu \varepsilon \). This trend bound by Equation (1) was observed experimentally when the frequency was increased to 1 Hz and only a strain of 1000 \( \mu \varepsilon \) was needed to maintain bone mass. Further, at a frequency of 30 Hz, only 70 \( \mu \varepsilon \) was needed to inhibit bone resorption [7,8]. Thus, bone response to mechanical signals seems to correlate to increased
frequency, meaning smaller strains induced by a lower force applied more frequently is ample to stimulate bone formation and maintain bone mass.

Bone adaptation occurs at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels, altering bone mass and architecture to maintain mechanical integrity for posture control and movement. It has been well accepted that activity with proper loading improves skeletal mass while disuse impedes it. It is also well known that muscle strength greatly impacts bone health as muscles constantly strain bone, causing adaptive responses within them. In the following sections, we review the accumulating evidence that exercise and muscle contraction both benefit the musculoskeletal system, despite delivering disparate signals to bone.

2. Mechanical Loading

2.1. Exercise: High Magnitude and Low Frequency

Osteopenia is a condition of decreased bone mass, and when bone mass has reduced to the point of a traumatic fracture risk, the condition is called osteoporosis. It is clear that there is an abundance of data suggesting that exercise promotes skeletal benefits, and the variation among studies is partially due to the type of exercise tested, patient population, and data analysis. However, there remains a common conclusion in the vast majority of studies that exercise provides skeletal benefit, albeit sometimes site-specific.

Exercise or physical activity beyond normal, daily routine exists in copious forms and induces distinct loads on the body. For instance, walking imposes a load of 1 g (1 times body weight) while running increases the load to 3–4 g, and jumping hurdles further augments the loading to 5 g [9]. Exercise can be regarded as a high magnitude (greater than 1g) and low frequency (1–2 Hz) repetitive force. The benefits of exercise have been inexorably tested, documented, and relayed to the general public, and it has been shown to increase bone and muscle mass [10–12]. The last two decades have provided insight into exercise intervention trials in the normal population, beyond that of comparing elite athletes to sedentary controls. The exercise regimes in these experiments ranged from aerobic vs. stretching control to high weight and low repetition resistance weight training vs. low weight and high repetition weight training. Subjects varied within a gamut of ages from a young 10 years to post-menopausal women over 50 years old. Studies continued for at least eight months and used bone mineral density (BMD) as a marker of skeletal improvement.

In one study involving young women ages 20–35, researchers investigated the use of exercise and calcium supplementation on peak bone mass. These women were divided into an exercise group consisting of weight training combined with aerobic activity or a stretching control group. After two years of exercise or control, there was a significant increase in BMD in the spine, femoral neck and trochanter, and calcaneus due to exercise, but calcium supplementation did not improve BMD in any tested location [13]. In another study with post-menopausal women, researchers explored the effects of resistance training (high load, low repetitions) vs. endurance training (low load, high repetitions) on bone mass in the forearm and hip. After one year of exercise intercession, there were significant increases in BMD at the femoral trochanter in the hip and the distal radius of the arm with resistance training while endurance training only improved mid-radius BMD. Using the one repeat maximum
(1-RM) method, the researchers also found that muscle strength increased in both groups. The study concluded that the peak load was more important than the number of repetition cycles to increase bone mass in early post-menopausal women [14]. In another study of pre-menopausal women (age range of 28–39 years), subjects were assigned to exercise or non-exercise control groups and monitored for 1.5 years. The exercise group showed an increase in femur trochanter BMD by one year but no change in total, arm, or leg BMD compared to control. In addition, they used the 1-RM method to evaluate muscle strength and found a 58% increase in the exercise group when compared to baseline and no increase in the control group [15].

However, not all studies have reported increases in BMD at the femur, a site at which many fractures occur in osteoporotic patients. One study explored whether aerobic or weight training benefited the skeletal system in young college-aged women (mean age 19.9 years) over an eight month period. They found increases in spine lumbar BMD in both running and weight training groups compared to a non-exercise control group but no significant changes at the hip [11]. In another study evaluating the effects of jumping in pre- and post-menopausal women, the subjects were assigned to perform 50 vertical jumps six times per week. Mechanical loads induced to the joints were measured by ground reaction forces, amounting to 3 g/jump for pre-menopausal women and 4 g/jump for post-menopausal subjects. After five months, there was a 2.8% increase in BMD at the femur in the pre-menopausal group but no change in the post-menopausal women after one year or 1.5 years [16]. Thus, there was a clear benefit for younger women but not older, post-menopausal subjects.

The benefits of exercise have also been seen in disuse such as bed rest studies. For example, one study exposed an experimental group to 17 weeks of bed rest along with a regimen of resistive training [17]. Compared to a control group exposed to bed rest without exercise, the experimental group had greater bone mineral density in areas such as the hip, pelvis, and foot. Specific bone formation markers such as alkaline phosphatase and osteocalcin were also increased by exercise [17]. Further, recent data from the International Space Station (ISS) show partial inhibition of expected bone loss in astronauts when exercise was combined with the anti-resorptive drug alendronate [18]. In this study, astronauts started alendronate three weeks prior to flight and throughout the mission while also exercising on board the ISS. A key finding was attenuation of the expected bone loss in the hip, spine, and pelvis with resistive training [18]. The advanced resistive exercise device (ARED) on board the ISS is now capable of providing loads of 600 lbs, an upgrade from the interim resistive exercise device (iRED) that produced only 297 lbs [19]. The iRED provided little bone support, similar to aerobic stimulation. In a study comparing missions with access to the iRED or ARED, astronauts who used the ARED showed no change in pre- and post-flight bone mineral density measurements [19]. Thus, astronauts return to Earth showing significant steps towards successful bone remodeling through a combination of nutrition and exercise. However, the strength of the new bone compared to pre-flight bone remains unknown [19]. In a recent study evaluating 45 astronauts who had been in space from 4–6 months, bone loss was between 2% and 9% in areas such as the lumbar spine, trochanter, pelvis, and femoral neck. Further, 50% recovery of bone mineral density levels occurred within nine months after returning to Earth [20].

It is clear that there is an abundance of data suggesting that exercise promotes skeletal benefits, and the variation among the studies is probably partially due to the type of exercise tested. These discrepancies allow for appreciation of the complex nature of mechanical loading and subsequent bone
adaptation. For example, during jumping, there is loading due to absorption of the impact as well as muscle-generated forces applied to the bone. In gymnasts, dismounting from the parallel bars stimulates an immense load amounting to approximately 11 g, which partially expounds why gymnasts encompass a hip BMD greater than other athletes [9,21]. However, in the Bassey study, jumping applied no more than 4 g reaction forces to the joints of the subjects, equivalent to forces from running [16]. Running has been generally shown to not improve femur BMD, and thus, in this study, the pre-menopausal women probably achieved increased femoral BMD because of strain induced by muscle-derived tension to the bone rather than impact [9]. However, with the complexity of mechanical loading and bone adaptation, there is most likely a host of other reasons as to why lower loads did not improve BMD in older women but did in younger women. We can only surmise conclusions from the clinical data available and continue to investigate other treatment options for bone loss.

It is generally well accepted that the growing skeleton is most likely to benefit from exercise as bone modeling and remodeling ensure optimal mechanical properties of bone, removing old, aged bone and replacing it with new, stronger bone. Exercise during childhood assists in the acquisition of bone as well as remodeling its architecture. It has been shown that tennis players who began training during childhood had increased BMD, bone mineral content, and cortical wall thickness compared to players who began playing during adulthood [22]. Furthermore, a study investigating the effects of exercise on pre-pubertal young boys (mean age 10.4 years) found that not only did the BMD of all boys increase over the course of the study as expected but also physical education intervention for eight months increased BMD twice that of controls in the exercise group. The researchers concluded based on all parameters measured that exercise before puberty may increase femur volumetric BMD by increasing cortical thickness [23].

Mounting data makes it quite lucid that exercise provides benefit to the musculoskeletal system, despite the variation among clinical trials. There is currently no defined exercise regime that seems to be best suited for improving bone mass, and if the field of research can adequately compare premium exercise routines for various age groups, this would be beneficial to the general public.

2.2. Muscle Contraction: Low Magnitude and High Frequency

As humans age, the harsh effects of high impact becomes a burden that the ailing mature skeleton can no longer efficiently tolerate. While several factors dictate osteoporosis, the pathology is exacerbated by increased age, coinciding with decreased muscle strength and posture stability. As ageing continues, there is a drastic degeneration in muscle strength (sarcopenia), leading to decreases in muscle-bone movement. Thus, the elderly population is prone to accidental falls and subsequent injury, leading to bone fractures. At each joint in the body, muscles apply forces to attached bones such that these signals are fired rapidly at low level movements that are imperceptible at the macroscopic level. Muscle contractions are constantly applied to the bone in everyday tasks such as maintaining posture while standing or sitting [24]. As muscle atrophies with age, these signals to the skeleton also diminish. The notion of stimulating bone formation or inhibiting bone resorption with low magnitude and high frequency (LMHF) signals in patients with musculoskeletal diseases such as cerebral palsy [25,26], osteopenia [7], spinal cord injury [27], age-related osteoporosis [28], and post-menopausal osteoporosis [29] is a new, non-invasive treatment. It is ideal for patients who cannot
sustain high impact exercises such as the elderly and disabled. It has been shown through animal and clinical trials that a LMHF mechanical stimulation is anabolic to bone [26,29–33]. Moreover, this type of stimulation has been applied to a mouse model with diet-induced obesity. The LMHF stimulation recovered trabecular bone loss caused by obesity when compared to control mice [34]. Although not yet experimented in space, this potential osteoporosis countermeasure may provide benefit to the musculoskeletal system in a microgravity environment.

While loads from exercise induce strain levels of 2000–3000 με, muscle contractions inflict strains much lower in magnitude on the order of 10 με. With conventional thought, these strains would not be hypothesized to play a role in regulating bone adaptation, growth, or remodeling. However, as discussed earlier, equation 1 demonstrates that a lower peak-to-peak strain fired more frequently could provide a strain stimulus capable of inducing an adaptive response. Previous studies have been performed to log the strain history of bone in various animals, defining specific features such as peak magnitudes and frequencies over a specified time range [35]. It is classically thought that the peak strain magnitudes during high load activities have the largest effect on bone response, leading to many strain gage analyses of bone centered on maximum strains [36–38]. These peak strains have been shown to be non-uniformly located over the cortex of the bone [36], meaning not all bone cells sense the same strain. Moreover, these peak strains are only experienced for short periods of the day, leaving the majority of the strain history to be defined by other strain magnitudes. In fact, in a turkey model, the maximum peak strain movements lasted for a total of 2 min/day, consisting of wing flaps or body shakes. However, turkey bones are still well adapted and strong enough to support flight, suggesting that other portions of the strain history must be involved in bone adaptation [39].

The vast majority of the strain history of various animals encompasses low level strains from long periods of standing or sitting. In fact, standing intervention for 3 hours/day during bed rest prevented bone loss, suggesting that the effect of muscle contractions needed for postural stability aided in preventing bone loss [40]. Studies performed in sheep showed that low magnitude strains were experienced frequently in the range of 40 Hz. In another study examining the strain history in three distinct species, in vivo bone strains were recorded from the weight-bearing tibia of an adult dog, turkey, and sheep and non-weight bearing ulna of turkey. They found that over the course of 12–24 h, the turkey ulnae had strains of 1000 με once per day, 100 με about 100 times/day, and 5 με thousands of times per day. In the tibia, all three animals had one event of 1000 με, more events at 100με than the ulnae, and thousands of events at <10με. Animals were videotaped to correlate the type of movement to points in the strain history, and walking induced the maximum strain from −1500 to 1000 με in the turkey tibia at a frequency of 0.6 Hz but a continued strain history through 40 Hz. Standing caused strains of ±10 με at a frequency of 40 Hz [35].

These studies show that a dominant contributor to the strain history recordings is non-vigorous activity, where muscle contraction is required during activities such as standing. As such, the question is whether these low magnitude strains impact bone remodeling and adaptation. Subsequent investigations have shown the utility of these low level signals in bone adaptation in a host of subjects, preventing or normalizing bone loss. In growing BALB mice, 0.3 g mechanical loading at 45 Hz induced strain oscillations of 10 με on the periosteal surface of the tibia as measured by in vivo strain gages. After treatment for three weeks for 15 min/day, there was a decrease in osteoclast activity compared to age-matched controls while bone formation rates (BFR) in the trabecular bone and
mid-diaphyseal cortical bone were unchanged [41]. However, BFR in the endocortical surface of the metaphysis was increased in this study [41] while cortical bone has also been shown to not respond to these signals in other studies [30]. Total body mass, bone length, and matrix composition were not negatively altered by the LMHF load [41]. In another study, the left tibias of wildtype C57BL/6J mice were exposed to 0.3 g or 0.6 g loading at 45 Hz for 10 min/day while the right tibia acted as an internal control. Strain levels were as low as 3 με, and after three weeks of 0.3 g or 0.6 g loading, there was an increase in trabecular bone formation rate in the metaphysis. Bone morphology in the epiphysis was altered by increased cortical area and thickness [42]. Furthermore, the effects of LMHF loading on bone adaptation caused by disuse were investigated using the hindlimb unloading (HLU) model. Adult BALB mice were exposed to 0.3g load at 45 Hz for 10 min/day for a total of four or 21 days. There was a decrease in BFR due to HLU and an increase due to LMHF loading after 21 days treatment in both trabecular and cortical surfaces. After four days, there were decreases in gene expression for several genes, including type 1 collagen, osterix, matrix metalloproteinase protein 2 (MMP2), and osteonectin due to HLU. There was no change in expression at four days due to LMHF loading; however, after 21 days, there were increases in inducible nitric oxide synthase, MMP2, receptor activator of the nuclear factor κB, and type I collagen. There were no changes due to HLU or LMHF loading in cathepsin K, runt homology domain transcription factor 2, or MMP9 gene expression after four or 21 days [33].

Studies involving LMHF loading then advanced to rat models, and in one study, adult rats were subjected to control, LMHF mechanical stimulation, disuse by HLU, HLU intervened by LMHF loading for 10 min/day, or HLU intervened with normal weight bearing for 10 min/day. After 28 days, there was an increase in bone formation rate in the proximal tibia with exposure to LMHF loading. HLU inhibited BFR while intervention with normal weight bearing slightly increased bone formation. However, LMHF loading normalized bone formation rate in the HLU group compared to age-matched controls [32]. There have also been investigations in larger animal models such as turkey and sheep. In one study, the hindlimbs of adult sheep were exposed to approximately 5 με induced by 0.3 g loading for 20 min/day. After one year of treatment, trabecular bone were evaluated with micro-computed tomography and mechanically tested. Mechanical loading increased mineral content and trabecular number while trabecular spacing decreased, displaying increased trabecular quantity and thickening. There was an increase in stiffness and mechanical strength in the longitudinal direction of weight bearing. This study was critical because it showed that not only does LMHF loading increase bone mass but also the quality of the trabecular bone, and these effects were observed in a larger animal at a considerably longer time point than previous findings [31].

While animal studies were imperative in moving toward testing this device in humans, the most critical information supporting the hypothesis that such low magnitude mechanical signals can induce bone mass and adaptation were obtained as studies advanced to humans. LMHF mechanical loading has been shown to benefit various groups, including children with disabilities, young women with low bone mineral density (BMD), and post-menopausal women with osteoporosis. In a pilot clinical trial, children with disabilities affecting muscular strength such as cerebral palsy and muscular dystrophy were treated with mechanical loading at 0.3 g at 90 Hz for 10 min/day for 5 days/week for a total of six months. There was a 6.3% increase in tibia volumetric trabecular bone mineral density (vTBMD) with treatment compared to placebo control after brief exposure to LMHF loading, which was remarkable.
since compliance in this study was fairly low at 44% or about 4.4 min/day of treatment. However, there was no effect on vTBMD in the spine [26]. The disabilities endured by these children results in poor muscular strength and limited mobility. Therefore, it is possible that these physiological signals of muscle contraction to the bone are also diminished in these patients. Since LMHF loading mimics the signals outputted by the musculature to the bone, it is possible that the children had increased BMD, at least in specific sites, because the diminished muscular signals were replaced by the LMHF loading device.

There have also been clinical trials investigating the effects of LMHF loading on young women, and in one study, 48 women (age range of 15–20 years) with low BMD and a history of at least one skeletal fracture were exposed to either control or treatment conditions for 10 min/day at 0.3 g and 30 Hz for one year. There was an increase in trabecular bone in the lumbar vertebrae and cortical bone of the femur midshaft compared to controls. Moreover, there was an increase in muscle cross section area, and these beneficial results were dependent on compliance level [43]. Furthermore, clinical trials in post-menopausal women have been performed, and in one study, treatment at 0.2 g at 30 Hz for two 10 min/day treatments for one year increased BMD in the femur compared to placebo control. The women in the placebo control group lost 2% BMD over the experimental time frame. There was less bone loss in the spine in the treated group compared to controls, and these effects were dependent on compliance. As such, those who complied with the treatment protocol most stringently had the greatest beneficial effects [29].

Thus, LMHF mechanical loading has been shown to benefit the musculoskeletal system despite some variation among studies. The device has recently been approved for treatment of osteoporosis, but long term studies will provide the most beneficial information as to its safety and efficacy in preventing or normalizing bone loss.

3. Bone Loss Recovery Potential

Cultured osteoblasts can directly sense and respond to an extremely low magnitude mechanical stimulus when applied at a high frequency, leading to osteogenic changes at least in vitro [44]. This study suggests that osteoblasts are partially responsible for the anabolic effects of LMHF loading observed in vivo in both animals and humans [25,26,32]. These results are significant because they suggest that low loading in intact animals and humans may directly stimulate osteoblasts and stimulate bone formation responses. It is widely accepted that bone is responsive to signals that create peak strain magnitudes of 2000–3500 microstrains (με), such as those created from physical activities like running [4,7,45]. However, muscle contractions during standing impose strains in the spectral range of 10–50 Hz of at least two orders of magnitude lower than high loads or strenuous activities [7] and have recently been shown to normalize bone loss [29,31,32]. Previous studies have shown that in cortical bone tissue, application of 2000 με at a frequency of 0.5 Hz (high magnitude and low frequency) maintained bone mass [6,7]. When the frequency was increased to 1 Hz, only a strain of 1000 με was needed to maintain bone mass, and at 30 Hz, only 70 με (low magnitude, high frequency) was needed to inhibit bone resorption [7,8]. Thus, bone response to mechanical loading appears to correlate with the product of frequency and load magnitude, meaning small strains induced by a low force could stimulate bone formation and maintain bone mass if applied at a high frequency. However, the
underlying molecular mechanisms regulating how such a low level signal can be anabolic to bone tissue and which cells or tissues sense and mediate the response are unknown. While there is considerably less data, there is evidence that vibration also affects osteocytic cells [46]. These studies show that the effect of vibration on osteogenic cells is directly due to the LMHF stimulus and not a secondary effect of fluid shear [47,48]. Additionally, the LMHF signal must be used with caution as prolonged exposure to LMHF signals may be a pathogen to various physiological systems [49].

To examine the underlying mechanisms of the observed *in vivo* anabolic effects in response to LMHF loading, this study used a simulator of microgravity called the Random Positioning Machine (RPM) to induce a bone loss response *in vitro* using 2T3 cells [44,50,51]. As expected, the RPM decreased ALP activity and osteoblast mineralization and LMHF treatment increased both markers in control samples [44]. Moreover, LMHF prevented the RPM inhibition of ALP activity and mineralization, preventing bone loss responses induced by the simulated microgravity conditions. The effects of both the RPM and LMHF loading were much more dramatic on mineralization than ALP activity of 2T3 cells. This may be because ALP activity is an early indicator of bone formation and is transient [52], making it a less sensitive marker of osteogenesis, especially in response to mechanical stimuli. These findings show that osteoblasts may directly respond to the LMHF signal at least *in vitro* by induction of osteogenic markers, suggesting that bone may respond to LMHF signals *in vivo* through osteoblast cells.

Additionally, another study proposed a role for the nucleus in perceiving acceleration signals. The study investigated vibration levels with a frequency range of 5–100 Hz and measured various cell signaling markers of bone adaptation to mechanical loading. Particularly, nitric oxide correlated positively and prostaglandin E2 correlated negatively with the maximum acceleration rate of the vibration loads. The study concluded that these trends support the occurrence of nucleus oscillations, which suggests a physical basis for mechanotransduction of high-frequency loads [53].

Further, a recent study incorporated LMHF loading into a bed rest study, which is currently the only human analog to spaceflight’s microgravity conditions. In this study, the subjects were exposed to 90 days of bed rest. The experimental group was exposed to 10 min per day of LMHF stimulation at 0.3 or 0.5 g. The goal of the study was to investigate intervertebral disc response to the LMHF exposure as astronauts in spaceflight have shown bone loss in the spine. The results of this study showed that the stimulation mitigated disc morphology changes such as intervertebral swelling as observed by computed tomography [54]. A follow up study showed that addition of LMHF signals mitigated the deterioration of the intervertebral disc using hindlimb suspended animals, whereas allowing the animals to walk over ground alone was not sufficient [55]. This finding further demonstrates the preventive role of LMHF in bone loss of the intervertebral discs.

These studies show that osteoblasts may respond directly to a LMHF mechanical load and that the human body exposed to a simulated microgravity environment may benefit from LMHF loading [44,54]. It had not been previously reported how the LMHF may be sensed and transmitted to the cells to induce the osteogenic responses. Potential mechanotransduction pathways may involve integrins [56], stretch-activated channels and the ensuing influx of extracellular calcium [56], or cell deformations and cytoskeleton [57,58]. Elucidating the mechanosensors and mechanotransduction pathways would be interesting future work. These pathways would further our understanding of bone physiology and the etiology of bone pathologies [59,60].
4. Conclusions and Perspectives

Musculoskeletal pathologies affect millions of people worldwide, and these studies reviewed here shed insight into their mechanisms of action. This information is vital to continue to develop potential therapies that may target the right signaling pathway or the correct gene that may provide a better treatment than what is available today. While high magnitude and low frequency loads such as running has been long recognized to increase bone and muscle mass under normal conditions, there is some data that shows a low magnitude and high frequency (LMHF) mechanical load experienced in activities such as postural control to be anabolic to bone. Future studies must continue to elucidate the role of LMHF loading in musculoskeletal etiologies. It is incumbent upon the musculoskeletal field to investigate various types of loading profiles and their impact on recovering negative skeletal changes.
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